Cha-me-le-on
:one that is subject to quick or frequent change especially in appearance
The Chameleon Classroom System is a game changer for classrooms across America! Now classrooms can be
designed using our mobile pod system to create customized seating and storage for any grade level. Pod
configurations that are designed in two or three seat increments, allows students to have individual storage
space, and teachers have the freedom to quickly and easily change their teaching styles from lecture hall to
collaborative groups of all sizes, to testing centers, and so much more. And it doesn't stop there! This same
pod system can be used to design endless mobile storage configurations and can also be used as wall cabinetry.
The Chameleon Classroom System brings a classroom together. It not only gives teachers the ability to teach
according to their style, but it eliminates clutter and lack of space to bring a harmonious atmosphere where
children can thrive!

Offered With:

Just A Few Configurations...

26" Open face cubby pods. Center mounted
top. Shown in Liquid Glass

26" Open face cubby pods. One side seating
mounted top. Shown in Happy Dots

ADA Compliant!

42" Open face shelf pods. Top shown center
mounted. Shown in Wintersky

34" Shelf pods with optional doors stacked
with 26" pods. Off-set mounted 50" top. Shown in Paint Scrape Steel

42" Shelf pods with optional door stacked
with 26" Pods. Shown in Happy Dots

42" Cubby pods with optional doors. Top shown mounted
for one side seating. Shown in Folkstone Hex
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Upgrade

Upgrade

Upgrade

Stool choices for 34" or 42" with magnetic mounted stool option

Finish Choices
Also Offered With:

Upgrade

Upgrade

Upgrade

Top Surface Choices:
Butcher Block or Upgrade to
Nonporous Solid Surface

Designing As Easy As 1-2-3!
Chair Choices for 26" Chameleon Pods

DETAILS
Standard:
ADA Compliant -34" Height Pod
Three Fixed Heights: 26"/34”/42” x 30W
Two Lengths: 50" or 74"
Heavy duty 4” casters
Solid maple UV coated butcher block work surface
(1.5” thickness)
Options:
-Bullet Resistant Back Panels
Solid Surface Nonporous Top
Seating Package for Two or Three People for 34"/42"
(includes 2 or 3 magnet mounts & 2 or 3 metal stools-colors
of your choice)
Seating Package for Two or Three People for 26"
(includes 2 or 3 Spaceforme Chairs-colors of your choice)

Tops come standard with 1.5" butcher block and are ready to be mounted in
several ways! Ask about upgrading to a nonporous solid surface top.
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At-A-Glance Chameleon Classroom System Components

2 or 3 Seat Bases (shown with 3)

Hideaway Storage
12 or 24 Bins

Cubby Pods

Shelf Pods

Optional Doors for Cubby & Shelf Pods

Stackable
Mountable
Flexible!

Ready to install tops can be
mounted in various ways!
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